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The CD Baby Label by Chuck Eddy
The biggest music story of the '00s might be a newfound
democratization of production, owed both to the ease with which
CD-R and MP3 technology allows bands who play Maine county
fairs or suburban Ohio strip malls or backwater Louisiana
roadhouses or Vancouver armory dances (assuming there are still
armory dances in Vancouver) to record their music and the ease
with which the internet helps them promote and distribute it
internationally, bypassing record labels. The phenomenon is huge,
and shows no sign of slowing down.

The best place to find self-released music nowadays, especially
music in unfashionable but commercial modes you had no idea
were still thriving, is CD Baby, a humongous Oregon-based store
which has grossed many millions of dollars from discs by over
135,000 artists — mostly unknowns, though acts as successful as
Jack Johnson have started out there. The site's beginnings were
extremely grassroots: Basically, Derek Silvers decided in 1997 that
the web would be a good place to sell his own music. Now, new
CDs are added to his site almost daily, and most pages include
streamable tracks. It's impossible to sort through all of them, but
fun to try. That said, here are 12 excellent CD Baby titles available
through eMusic.

Alligator Stew
Artist: Alligator Stew

Release Date: 2000

Tough, tight, mean, brawny Louisiana hillbilly semi-metal with a
singer who groans like Meat Loaf and three other guys with
long, scraggly facial hair and floppy, black turkey-shooting hats.
Black Oak Arkansas swamp rhythm breaks down into sparkling
Uriah Heep keyboard space; slow, spooky ballads stand out.
"Shiner" seems to actually concern reptile wrestling, and "Blood
Money" chronicles an offer of seven grand to land on your feet,
only you have to kill your brother first. Lyrics intersperse gun-
slinging with factories closing and banks foreclosing, and the
guns are just a part of the economics of it all.

Cast Iron
Constitution
Artist: Hurricane Mason

Release Date: 2005

First off, badass CD cover — a great big American buffalo
bison, an extremely manly animal. And these Tulsa,
Oklahomans sound badass, too: For instance, "Head Up in the
Clouds" is a good, long 8:13 choogle about getting' nekkid in
New Orleans that stretches out into a winding Allmansesque
ending; "Killer Machine" is a heavy brooder with a Nazareth-
style buildup; and "Spare Change" an open-road biker ballad
that steps on the gas. Matt Mason's second-tier Southern rock
vocals don't always do his words justice, but still: Is this what
Springsteen's pre-debut-album Jersey Shore metal band Steel
Mill sounded like? Could be.

Lucifer
Artist: LUCIFER

Release Date: 1996

Halloween devil-worshippers, gratifyingly suburban-seeming for
supposed New Yorkers: David "Nightmare" Powers convinces
you his voice didn't change yet, plus you can understand his
words, hence his band trounces most Satan-metal from the git-
go. Given the junior-high-style squealing, you might say they're
like if hair-metallers Kix (in bringing-Zep-down-to-bubblegum-
size mode) tried to be King Diamond, such an absurd idea it's
surprising nobody tried it before. Indelible melodies are broken
up with doggie barks and cackling laughs and high gothic
Valhalla wails. And somehow the poverty-budget production
makes things more interesting, filling out the sound with weird,

slow burn
Artist: Anemo

Release Date: 2005

Hazelle Woodhurst's acting credits include Eyes Wide Shut, but
while fronting this British trio-plus-helpers she's a flashdancing
rock diva whose hefty voice stomps like an elephant — you
might consider Tina Turner, Taylor Dayne, Marianne Faithfull or
Cher before you realize who she really sounds like is a less
new-age Sophie B. Hawkins. The faceless but lushly layered
album-rock supporting her stomps, too; "Kashmir"-like middle-
eastern prog-metal is a recurring reference point, but sometimes
the guitar push gets almost gnu-metal brutish, or melds into Hi-
NRG techno beats or a violently violined ambient space-rock
break — only to have Hazelle return, raging harder than before.

Hearts of Time
Artist: Eileen Carey

Release Date: 2006

First two songs are pop-country backed by Stones-rock — very
'80s Mellencamp — and a couple slower songs later are just as
good. The protagonist of "Blue Collar Man" is "a joker and a
smoker" and "a rambler and a gambler," which might mean this
Nashville gal's a fan of Steve Miller and Bob Seger and Styx.
"Lazy" has a light Afro-Caribbean percussion undertow and
words about Eileen's cheese-hatted man being an indolent slob
who leaves his beer bottles everywhere while she's stuck
watching C-SPAN. And impressively, she gets partial writer's
credit on the three most rocking tracks and the Latin-ish one.

Deep Field South
Artist: Cargun

Release Date: 2004

These Jersey hard rockers might grab you right off the bat if you
concentrate on their Hendrix/Cactus/Mountain-sized funk and
tune out the fiber-challenged gut-busting of Paul Gerdts. But the
more you listen, the more it seems his inspiration is certain
healthy '70s macho rockers (Bad Company-era Paul Rodgers,
maybe, or even Ozzy during the falsetto parts) rather than, say,

makes things more interesting, filling out the sound with weird,
druggy open space.

Catching Flies With
Vinegar
Artist: Jana Peri

Release Date: 2005

Tuff-dame pop-rock with Ramones crony Daniel Rey on board:
The first two songs are about New York ("Every time I take a
747 people ask me about 9-11"); "Lust" has the sexiest guitars
and most sapphic words; "L.A. Girl" is pedal-steeled early '80s
new-waveabilly about a bikini-clad groupie who'll be "your broad
if you're in Billboard"; The pub-country bounce of "I'll Be Gone"
has the singer waiting at home in crotchless undies for her
barfly significant other, spinning said partner's 45s while painting
her toenails. Then, closing with "I Wanna Rock," Jana explains
why she doesn't like reggae or gangsta rap.

I'm Not Perfect
Artist: Johanna Stahley

Release Date: 2005

From bridge-and-tunnel Brooklyn, a far more lively Sheryl Crow
album than Sheryl's managed lately. Opener "My Big O (I Can)"
is a little-train-that-could, if you catch my drift, with Johanna
doing a decent Steven Tyler. The tap-dancey alley-cat rhythm of
"I'm Not Perfect" (a Rickie Lee or Norah Jones move?) and
George Michael Diddleybeats of "Nothing I Would Change"
nicely change the pace. And even the songs with miserable
words don't sound miserable, because the production duo
YelloPop bop out full-on late '60s bubblegum-soul bass and
drum beats — most notably in the number where Johanna falls
for the bartender.

Close To Home
Artist: Dahlia Wakefield

Release Date: 2004

Born in the Philippines, now based in Alberta, Wakefield
seasons her Europop/dance-rock country with an Alanis/Shakira
vibrato and Abba touches. From her webpage: "The AC
acronym for Adult Contemporary really stands for Almost


